SIMON STIBBS - EXECUTIVE COACH
CAREER AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST

BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
As a Coach I spend a lot of time researching and reading the best Authors and Books
available that help fast track my client's personal development and career growth.
Here is my list of favorites that I benefited from and hopefully you will too ■
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Daniel Kahneman - Thinking, Fast and Slow - Nobel Prize Winner - This book
will make you think differently about thinking.
Joshua Foer - Moonwalking with Einstein - Daniel Kahneman recommended
this book. Exceptional for understanding how the brain works and a fascinating
story on how he went from a journalist covering the World memory
championships to being World Champion the following year.
Barbara Arrrowsmith-Young - The Women who changed her Brain - A really
inspiring women who is re-defining how we support people with cognitive
challenges.
Dalai Lama - The Art of Happiness - Simply an uplifting book on what we all
want.
Ed Catmull - Creativity Inc - Amazing story of leadership and harnessing
creative talent on the rise of Pixar.
Malcolm Gladwell - David and Goliath, Blink, Outliers and basically anything he
has ever written. An excellent writer and thinker.
Oliver Sacks - The Man who Mistook his Wife for a Hat - You will have you mind
opened on how the brain works.
Watkins - Harvard Business Review - The first 90 days - a solid practical read
for starting that new job/promotion.
Stig Brodersen and Preston Pysh - Warren Buffett Accounting - As you progress
in your career a financial aptitude and awareness will be required. This book
comes from an investment stand point which I like as it helps the reader
understand how you assess financial value.
John Whitmore - Coaching for Performance - A great book for becoming better
at Coaching your team.
Joshua Fletcher - Anxiety Practical About Panic - I h ave family members and
clients that experience anxiety. This helped my understanding of this crippling
mental state.
Johann Hari - Lost Connections - A must read to understand the rise of
depression in modern society and the many areas that can support the journey
back to mental wellness alongside medical interventions.
Martin Seligman - Learned Optimism - How to Change your mind and your Life
- This will give you a deeper understanding of psychology and your own
personal traits and tendencies.
Jeff Olsen - The Slight Edge - An amazing read on the power of discipline and
consistency.

I'm here to fast track your (A-Ha moments that may take years to discover,) so that you
can realize your true potential faster, reduce your chances of missed steps and live a
more balanced and fulfilled life.
Should you be interested in connecting see details below and or reach out to me on
Linked In , I would love to connect.

t, 0409 102 003

� sstibbs@edwardgeorge.com.au

